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In the mid-to-late 50s, fast-food restaurants were few and far between. There definitely
were no Big Macs, Egg McMuffins, or McRibs. In 1954, a Kewanee businessman by the name
of C. Paul White, Jr. had an encounter with W.H. Jamison while he was in California. Jamison
told White about a pair of brothers, the McDonalds, who were looking for franchisees of their
fast-food hamburger restaurants (Wenger, "Sandy's Early History").
At the time. White was the president of Kewanee Industrial Washer. The next May,
White, along with Robert C. Wenger - secretary/treasurer of Kewanee Industrial Washer - and
W. K. Davidson - a Kewanee restaurant .owner and Illinois state senator - ran into Jamison at a
restaurant show in Chicago. The latter told the trio that McDonald’s was ready to franchise and
introduced them to Ray Kroc, who was in charge of franchising the hamburger chain outside of
California. Jamison took the Kewanee businessmen to see the model restaurant Kroc had built in
DesPlaines, Illinois, for the purpose of enticing interested parties into purchasing a franchise.
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What resulted was a successful early restaurant in central Illinois, a dispute over additional sites,
and eventually the founding of another fast-food hamburger chain known as Sandy’s.
Consequently, Kroc would sue the Sandy’s founders claiming a violation of a non-compete
clause and the theft of trade secrets. The case, known as McDonald’s System v. Sandy’s, Inc.,
would eventually make it all the way to the Illinois Supreme Court and would set business
precedent for the entire nation.

RAY KROC AND THE MCDONALDS BROTHERS
In 1954, aphicago businessman by the name of Ray Kroc was the owner of the Prince
Castle business and a salesman of a restaurant machine called the Multimixer. He was contacted
by a pair of restaurant owners from San Bernardino, California - Maurice and Richard
McDonald - who needed eight of the Multimixers in order to mass produce milkshakes at a fast
pace. Intrigued, Kroc traveled to California where he saw the brothers’ restaurant that produced
hamburgers, fries, and beverages en masse. (Kroc, 1977, p. 66) Soon, Kroc reached an
agreement with the brothers to open similar restaurants outside of the current California and
Arizona locations. Kroc was to get 1.9 percent of the sales from the future restaurants and the
McDonald brothers were to get .5 percent of Kroc’s 1.9 percent. Originally, Kroc was just
looking for locations to sell his Multimixer, but soon found the restaurants themselves would
become rather prosperous (Kroc, 1977, p. 67).
Kroc knew he had to build a model restaurant in Illinois to show potential franchisees. “I
needed to get a location that I could establish as a model for others to follow,” Kroc wrote in his
autobiography, Grinding It Out. “My plan was to oversee it in my spare time from the Prince
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Castle business. That meant it would have to be situated near my home or near my office, and
downtown Chicago was impossible for a number of reasons.” (Kroc, 1977, p. 69) He chose
DesPlaines because it was a seven-mile drive from his house and within walking distance from a
railroad station. So when White, Wenger, and Davidson met with Jamison and Kroc in Chicago
and toured the DesPlaines site, the two parties entered into discussions about a future franchise.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS REGION
According to the Appellate Court of Illinois documents, “Jamison discussed with White
and Wenger the location by the latter of franchised McDonald’s stores in the Illinois cities of
Danville, Champaign-Urbana, Decatur, Springfield, and Peoria. Jamison stated that if White and
his associates would open a McDonald’s store in one of those cities within a reasonable time, the
other cities would be reserved for them, and they would have a right for first refusal for them and
they would have a right of first refusal on those other cities” (Wenger, "Sandy's Early History").
Jamison would then write a letter on June 6, 1955, confirming this and stating, “I would suggest
that you purchase the franchise for the city you feel will be the first in which you will locate.
You may be certain the other cities you have mentioned will be reserved for you for a reasonable
time before they will be sold to other interest” (Wenger, "Sandy's Early History").

During that summer, Kroc joined the trio in looking for a suitable site in Peoria for a
McDonald’s, but they were unable to find one. That fall. Gust Lundberg, Jr., who owned and
operated a Culligan’s dealership in Kewanee with his father, joined the group and was assigned
an individual interest in their agreement with McDonald’s. A couple of months later, a site was
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located in Urbana - one of the cities that was promised to the Kewanee group. Ted Vlahos, one
of the first Sandy’s franchisees and childhood friend of Lundberg, said the group chose Urbana
partially because Lundberg had attended the University of Illinois (Vlahos, 2015).
An agreement between Kroc and the White group was reached and the lease for the
Urbana restaurant was executed with White, Wenger, Davidson, and Lundberg listed. In March
1956, the four created the McDonald’s of Champaign-Urbana, Inc. The store opened in June of
that year. According the court records, “It was a successful and well-managed McDonald’s
store.” Vlahos stated the Urbana store did better than Kroc’s DesPlaines location.

DISPUTED FUTURE STORES
With the Urbana store doing well, the Kewanee group started looking for a site for a
second one. In the fall of 1956, they set their sights on Decatur, one of the cities mentioned in
the original agreement. However, Kroc told them he was negotiating with another party for a
store in Decatur. “Lundberg and White reminded him that he had agreed to give the Decatur
franchise to the White group and said that he was violating the agreement. Kroc said he was
going ahead with the negotiations with the third party notwithstanding” (Wenger, "Sandy's Early
History").
On December 21, 1956, Kroc wrote a letter informing the group that he was no longer
franchising stores and offered to purchase the Urbana location. White and Lundberg responded
by stating the Urbana store was not for sale and reminded him of their original agreement. Kroc
declared that there had been a change in policy and no further franchises would be available to
them.
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When asked why Kroc would have changed his policy on the franchises, Shelby Yastrow,
a lawyer who represented McDonald’s before the Appellate Court and would later become Chief
Counsel of Litigation for the McDonald’s corporation, stated, “When Ray started out, he
couldn’t give (the franchises) away. To entice them, he would give them territories. He gave
huge territories. As McDonald’s got more popular and in demand, he stopped granting large
territories. He simply franchised an ‘address only’” (Yastrow, 2015).
Yastrow also listed two major changes that had occurred by 1958:
a.) Kroc wanted to own the real estate and lease it to the franchisees, but the (White
group) had their own site; and
b.) Kroc no longer wanted to franchise to partnerships. It had to be with only one person
who was dedicated full-time to the business and would not treat it as an investment
(Yastrow, "A Conversation with Shelby Yastrow").

PEORIA STORE
However, the Kewanee group continued with their expansion plans and in the fall of
1957, the found a site in Peoria on North Sheridan Road and negotiated a lease. When they
telephoned Kroc about a McDonald’s lease in Peoria, he informed them he had promised the
Peoria franchise to someone else. It was then that the White group realized they couldn’t count
on Kroc and decided to organize their own restaurant. They chose the name “Sandy’s” as a
Scottish play on the Irish McDonald’s and because it represented a theme of thriftiness (Sandy’s
Sheridan Road, Peoria, Illinois).
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On January 8, 1958, they entered into a lease for the North Sheridan Road site. In
February, they announced the creation of the new corporation. In an article published in the
February 14,1958 Peoria Citizen (The Journal-Star was not published due to a newspaper strike)
entitled “New Drive-In Restaurant Planned Here,” it was reported “A corporation charter has
been issued to three Kewaneans (sic) by Secretary of State Charles Carpentier. The corporation
to be known as Sandy’s Inc. is for the purpose of operating a drive-in food establishment on
North Sheridan Rd. in Peoria, opposite Sheridan Village shopping center. The charter also
permits the corporation to acquire real estate through rentals, leasing or fee simple title purchase.
Incorporators are C. Paul White, Jr., Robert Wenger and Gust E. Lundberg, Jr, all of Kewanee.”

THE LAWSUIT
On August 8, 1958, the first Sandy’s restaurant opened in Peoria, and the suit was filed
on October 2. The complaint had two major components. The first was that the Kewanee group
violated a non-compete clause in which they were not permitted to open a “same or similar
business in the state or surrounding states during the life of McDonald’s franchise in ChampaignUrbana” ("Report in Drive-In Case Favors Sandy's of Kewanee"). The second dealt with the use
of trade secrets the defendants had accumulated through the operation of their Urbana location.
“The suit for injunction maintained that the McDonald’s franchise had been violated on the
grounds that all information received from McDonald’s by the defendants was to be treated as a
trade secret and extended in confidence” ("Advises Denial of Plea For Drive-in Injunction"). In
addition, McDonald’s claimed Sandy’s architect. Bob Armstrong, had used a carbon copy of the
McDonald’s blue print and the store used the same equipment (Yastrow, 2015).
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The case was assigned by Peoria Circuit Judge John T. Culbertson, Jr. to Robert E. Hunt,
who acted as Special Master in Chancery. Litigation began in October 1960 with “voluminous
exhibits and testimony as well as exceptions filed by counsel” ("Advises Denial of Plea For
Drive-in Injunction").
However, by that time things had changed dramatically. “By the time it comes to trial,
McDonald’s is a well-known company, and Sandy’s already had several stores,” stated Yastrow
(Yastrow, 2015).
Finally in May 1962, Hunt made his recommendations. He ruled in favor of Sandy’s
stating the “actual competitive trade area of the store was properly defined as Champaign County
only and the restriction elsewhere was ‘an unnecessary and illegal restraint of trade’” ("Report in
Drive-In Case Favors Sandy's of Kewanee") Yastrow, who had begun working on the case in
1959 after graduation from Northwestern Law School and going to work for the Chicago law
firm who was representing McDonalds’s, stated Hunt based his decision on an old Illinois case
called Parish v. Schwartz, “which held that since the non-compete clause covered the entire state,
it was void and against public policy because it would force a person to leave the state to pursue
his trade” (Yastrow, "A Conversation with Shelby Yastrow"). In an interview, Yastrow said,
“Traditionally, covenants of non-compete are illegal. But they are enforceable if they are
reasonable” (Yastrow, 2015). By having such a large non-compete territory. Hunt found the
clause to be unreasonable.
In relation to the stealing of trade secrets. Hunt ruled “that the same information could be
obtained from trade papers, magazines and journals, and was, therefore, a matter of public
domain” ("Advises Denial of Plea For Drive-in Injunction"). In addition. Hunt stated that the
Sandy’s store was not “confusingly similar in appearance to any McDonald’s store, as to mislead

»
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the public into believing that the Sandy’s store was another McDonald’s store” (Wenger,
"Sandy's Early History").
Judge Culbertson accepted Hunt’s recommendations when he made his final decision in
July of 1962.

THE APPEAL
Obviously, Kroc and McDonald’s was not pleased with the decision and soon filed an
appeal. The case made its way to the Second District Appellate Court in Ottawa, Illinois, where
it was heard by Appellate Judges Dan H. McNeal, Samuel C. Smith and Franklin R. Dove
("Appellate Ruling Overturns Verdict In 5-Year Litigation by Burger Chain"). This time the
court found in McDonald’s favor reversing the ruling of the Circuit Court.
In January 1964, the Appellate Court judges unanimously ruled “Sandy’s had violated the
terms of their franchise agreement with McDonald’s concerning territorial restrictions,” and that
Sandy’s “further violated their agreement by duplicating the McDonald system” ("Appellate
Ruling Overturns Verdict In 5-Year Litigation by Burger Chain"). As a result, the court ordered
“termination of Sandy’s operation in Urbana with appropriate damages to McDonald’s; a
permanent injunction restraining Sandy’s from using McDonald’s materials, trade secrets and
operations in Urbana and Peoria; and an accounting of proceeds derived by Sandy’s from using
McDonald’s materials” ("Ottawa Appellate Court Gives Verdict to McDonald's Over Sandy's in
Burger Battle"). Although the original case was limited to the Urbana and Peoria locations, it
could have been extended to further legal actions against other Sandy’s locations.
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Yastrow explained that the significant element in the non-compete clause of the covenant
was that it was “in-term.” He stated, “It was only that the Sandy’s guys could not engage in the
same or similar business in Illinois or contiguous states during the term of their franchise. It had
no application after the franchise ended, which is when most non-compete clauses are effective.
Therefore, we argued (and the Appellate Court agreed) that an ‘in term’ covenant is on its face
reasonable regardless of time and space because it does not prevent a person from practicing his
trade. Stated differently, we argued that if the Sandy’s guys wanted to sell hamburgers in
Illinois, all they had to do was honor their agreement with McDonald’s. All McDonald’s was
doing was asking these four guys devote their full time to their McDonald’s franchise while they
enjoyed the fruits of that franchise. While the Appellate Court decision was one of the first that
explicitly held an ‘in term’ covenant to be reasonable regardless of time and space, many earlier
cases implied as much. In any event, this is not he prevailing law throughout the U.S. (Yastrow,
2015).

THE ILLINOIS SUPREME COURT
While the Appellate Court’s decision was being published in the Kewanee and Peoria
newspapers, the attorney representing Sandy’s had not received a report of the court’s findings.
The firm’s attorney said he would call the company’s Kewanee offices as soon as he had a
chance to review the opinion. To which Lundberg quoted, “In the meantime, all we know is what
we read in the papers” (Notes from a Star Courier file).
After even more litigation, the Illinois Supreme Court released its opinion in November
1964. And once again, the latest court ruling reversed the decision of the previous court. The
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Supreme Court ruled that McDonald’s could not prevent the operation of the Peoria Sandy’s and
that Sandy’s did not use any trade secrets. The court stated that since Peoria was 90 miles from
Urbana, the enforcement of the non-compete clause was an “oppressive restraint of trade”
("Supreme Court OK's Sandy's Peoria Operation"). In addition, the court said that since “the
layout and method of food preparation were readily viewable to the general public, no trade
secrets were involved” ("High Court Reconsiders Hamburger Chain Ruling").

At that point, the McDonald’s lawyers immediately filed for a motion for reconsideration.
In January 1965, the court agreed to reconsider its previous opinion. Yastrow stated, “At that
point, it’s up for grabs. Nobody knows what’s going on” (Yastrow, 2015).

SETTLEMENT
Since neither side could afford to lose, another option had to be found. If McDonald’s
lost, it could mean that all of its franchisees could use what they had learned at McDonald’s and
open their own restaurants without paying royalties. If Sandy’s lost, they would have to close
and pay McDonald’s all the profits they had earned from using the McDonald’s system.
White and Davidson approached Shelby Yastrow’s father and asked if his son could facilitate a
settlement. The younger Yastrow grew up in Kewanee and had caddied for White, Wenger, and
Lundberg while he was in high school and by the time he was a junior, he often played with them
*

(Yastrow, "A Conversation with Shelby Yastrow"). And since Yastrow no longer represented
McDonald’s - he left to start his own firm in May 1963 - the Sandy’s group felt he would be the
perfect person to facilitate a settlement. When Kroc gave his approval, both law firms together
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sent a joint message to the clerk of the court explaining the impending settlement (Yastrow,
«2015).
The three parties then met at the Drake Hotel in Chicago to reach a deal. Yastrow picked
the Drake because one of Sandy’s attorneys, Marty O’Connor, was confined to a wheelchair due
to polio and the Drake was one of the few places that could accommodate his wheelchair
(Yastrow, "A Conversation with Shelby Yastrow").
With the McDonald’s group in one room, the Sandy’s group in another, and Yastrow in a
room in the middle, it took two to three days to reach a settlement. The result was;

o Sandy’s would withdraw its appeal upholding the Appellate Court decision,
thereby reinstating the Appellate Court decision. As a result, there was no official
or binding decision by the Supreme Court;

o The Kewanee group would close their Urbana franchise and paid $ 100,000 in
legal fees to McDonald’s;

o Sandy’s was permitted to continue its business;
o McDonald’s waived the right to enforce the Appellate Court’s rulings (Yastrow,
"A Conversation with Shelby Yastrow").

EPILOGUE
Sandy’s, which started with seven restaurants in 1959, eventually grew to 240 storesrby
1972. The first store in Peoria would be followed by the second one in Quincy. Stores in
Decatur and Moline would soon follow. In 1965, Sandy’s number 100 store opened in Kewanee,
the franchise’s hometown. It addition to Illinois, the company soon expanded to locations in 21
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states and Canada. Things were going so well that in 1968, Sandy’s moved its headquarters to a
new $200,000 building south of Kewanee (Muman, “Lundberg Tells the Sandy’s Story”). The
company also held a convention in Peoria that March featuring guest speaker Bart Starr,
quarterback of the Green Bay Packers.
And everybody knows what became of McDonald’s. Ray Kroc eventually bought out the
McDonald brothers for $2.7 million. (Kroc, 1977, p. 114) McDonald’s currently has over
35,000 outlets in 119 countries. Shelby Yastrow eventually went back to work for McDonald’s
becoming Chief Counsel of Litigation in 1978. In 1981, he was promoted to General Counsel of
the company which is the Chief Legal Officer. Yastrow was later promoted to the offices of
Executive Vice President and Secretary of the Oak Brook-based company, a position he held
until he retired in 1998 (Yastrow, 2015).
Unfortunately, the Sandy’s story came to an end in the early 1970s. Competition had
become stiffer as more corporations were opening fast-food restaurants everywhere. Inflation
and competition were driving up costs cutting into profits. With the increase in competition,
advertising costs began to sore, especially with McDonald’s stepping up its national television
campaign (Frazier, "Gust E. "Brick" Lundberg").
However, probably the main reason causing the demise of Sandy’s was its lack of capital.
With its headquarters located in small Kewanee, Illinois, the company did not have the access to
capital that the other chains located in larger cities did. Ted Vlahos explained, “There was one
bank in Kewanee and we couldn’t get financing. Ray Kroc had banking in Chicago” (Vlahos,
2015).
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Sandy’s president. Jack Laughery, knew Leonard Rawls, the founder of the East-Coast
chain Hardee’s. Hardee’s had plenty of capital and was looking for a way to expand. A merger
seemed the perfect solution. The two chains’ territories were noncompetitive with Hardee’s
mainly in the East and Sandy’s in the Midwest, and Rawls was impressed with Sandy’s approach
to management (Frazier, "Gust E. "Brick" Lundberg").
On November 30, 1971, Hardee’s purchased all of Sandy’s stock. The original plan
called for each of the Sandy’s and Hardee’s stores to keep their original name. However, both
brands became to morph and by 1974, most Sandy’s had changed over to Hardee’s (“Sandy’s
Franchise Information”).
However, the change did not go smoothly. Vlahos said his locations experienced “large
losses when we converted to Hardee’s.” He attributed much of this to the converting from
Sandy’s flat grill to Hardee’s charbroiler. “Hardee’s bought Sandy’s for its technology,” he
remarked. He reported that sales went up when the restaurants returned to the flat grills (Vlahos,
2015).
Much of the Sandy’s leadership moved to North Carolina to work in the Hardee’s
headquarters including President Jack Laughery. “There were a lot of fellows in Kewanee who
made big money,” stated Vlahos.
Although the lawsuit centered on Sandy’s use of McDonald’s trade secrets, Sandy’s
developed several innovations to the fast-food franchise system. They included:
*

o

Most operators owned their own stores and did not lease from the corporation;

o

Operators could purchase their own supplies as long as they measured up to the
corporation’s standards;

o Brick Lundberg, as president of the company, made every effort to visit every
store periodically and become personally acquainted with every employee
(Frazier, "Gust E. "Brick" Lundberg").
What started out as a business venture into a new type of restaurant resulted in a lengthy
lawsuit that set legal precedent for the entire nation. It also led to the creation of a large chain of
fast-food restaurants that sold a 15-cent hamburger, 20-cent milkshake, and a 10-cent bag of
fries. Although Sandy’s no longer exists, it still lives on in Hardee’s, but more importantly in the
minds and hearts of many Midwestern baby boomers. As Vlahos commented, “It made a big
change in my life.”
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ADDENDUM
was in contact several times with Shelby Yastrow while writing his paper. Although I included
many ofMr. Yastrow's recollections of the events mentioned in the paper, several ofhis
conflicted with the ones written in Ray Kroc ’s autobiography, “Grinding It Out: the Making of
McDonald's. ” Out ofrespectfor Mr. Yastrow's help with this paper, I have included his notes
as an addendum. -- TB

/

•

You mentioned that Kroc was intrigued by the brothers ordering 8 multi-mixers. (I
thought it was 6, but no big deal.) You may want to add that the reason for his intrigue
was that this was the age before fast-food, and at that time it was unheard of for any
restaurant needing to make between 36 or 48 shakes at one time. (Each Multi-mixer
made 6 at a time.)

•

Under his deal with the McDonald brothers, the brothers were to get 25% of his gross,
and his gross would be the total of the 1.9% royalties plus the initial franchise fee which
in those days was, I think, $950. You wrote that he would get only .5% of the 1.9%. So I
believe you erred in two respects: they were to get 25% and not merely .5% of the gross,
and the gross would include initial franchise fees as well as royalties. FYI, today the
gross would be astronomically higher because the royalties are much higher, the3 initial
franchise fee is now either $40,000 or $45,000, and the franchisees also pay rent which is
much higher than the royalties. I point this out not only for the sake of accuracy, but
also to show how much the brothers lost by wanting to sell out for the $2.7 million.
Today they would be taking in billions each year!!!

•

On page 14 you say that Sandy’s was responsible for certain innovations in the fast food
industry.
For one, you implied that Sandy’s was the first where the franchisee did not have
to lease from the franchisor. Actually, this is the industry norm, and McDonald’s is the
only one where there is a lease in addition to the franchise agreement.
For another, you said that Sandy’s was the first where the franchisee could buy
his own supplies as long as they met the franchisor’s standards. In fact, McDonald’s did
this from the very first day. Ray didn’t even sell his Multi-mixers to the franchisees - he
regarded it as a conflict of interest. McDonald’s is rare among franchisors in not selling
anything to the franchisees. So instead of an innovation, this was just another thing that
Sandy’s lifted from the McDonald’s system.
>

